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First, we will watch a video clip from a market in Turmi, a small 
market town in South Western Ethiopia, one of the places in the 
current world where the economy still is centred upon central 
markets, which were the preponderant economic institution of 
agrarian societies, as exemplified by the European Middle Ages.

In modern Western economies, the central market only lives on in 
archaic peripheral economic events, such as flea markets and 
farmers markets, both of which more serve as social pasttime 
activities that provide relief from the boring visits to the local 
supermarket or mall, than events pertaining to the economic 
necessities imposed on modern life by capitalist economism.

The Central Market as Economic Institution





Schematic diagram of the central market

The bulk of economic exchange and distribution activities take place at a 
market place or square in central cities around which a catchment area 
consisting of small farming communities or single farmsteads converge.



Gezicht op-Delft. Painted by Vermeer 1662

In pre-modern Europe, city structures were formed by the logic of 
markets. Delft is a typical city depending on a local ‘catchment area’



“Maarkt”, Central Market Square wt. Town Hall

The Market Square in Delft follows a pattern seen in many 
European cities with medieval roots: A large space divided in to a 
larger and smaller square by the town hall building.



Market weight house

In Delft, at the smaller square behind the the town hall, we find 
another building with medieval roots: the weight house. Here public 
officials oversaw that weight and measures followed the law.



Fresco in the gable of the weight house

The fresco in the gable of the weight house spell out the old function of the 
little house. Today it is a cozy coffee house with plenty of outdoor seating, 
called “De Waag”, borrowing the building’s old name. 



Another type of cities are the result of trade routes.

Roman trade routes, here approximated by dots representing graves 
with Roman artifacts. Trade routes often connected to political 
power centres, and in turn enhanced those tribal leaders who had 
acquired trade control.



Tryggevælde River valley:  a powerful tribal centre.

During the period from 100 - 250AD, the Roman Empire was at its height 
with the border to the Germanic tribes on the Rhine. A contemporary 
dense cluster of rich graves with many Roman artifacts is found along 
the Tryggevælde River in southern Scandinavia. The indication is that 
this area was a powerful tribal centre wielding trade control. 



Major archealogical finds in South Scandinavia and Western Baltic 
area from the Late Iron Age (yellow dots) and the Viking period (red 
dots), indicating central places with politial and trade control.

South Scandinavia and Western Baltic



Lundeborg, an iron Age  seasonal market place

In the 200s, a seasonal trading place developed on the coast of the Great 
Belt. This location was in continuos use for over 500 years. However, 
there was not found any permanent houses.

A replica of an Iron Age trading ship plows the seas outside of Lundeborg



All houses were pit houses sunk in to the ground and not fit for all-
year round occupation. When in season, not only trading took place, 
but many craftsmen plied their trades, as vitnessed by the fact 
that most artifacts found were related the craftsmens’ activities.

The oldest site in Scandinavia with commodity production

Collection of craftsmens’ tools, materials and products from Lundeborg,



The mystery of where people wielding control lived where solved when 
the contours of a two large halls were discovered in a village a few 
kilometers inland, a large c.50m long and a smaller c25m, with their 
main doors facing each other. This complex was contemporary with 
Lundeborg from c. 200AD - 450AD.

An Iron Age central settlement



Without doubt, this settlement was the seat of petty-king who controlled 
Lundeborg and trade in the Great Belt, which links South-Central 
Scandinavia to the Western Baltic and ultimately the Roman Empire. When 
the halls and the political power functions was discontinued, the 
surrounding agrarian village continued its existence unbroken to our times.

The prinely hall at Gudme

Gudme, seat of the king of the Danes?



Late Roman Iron Age was a time of warfare 

Locations with weapon offerings. It was the custom, recounted by  classical 
authors, that the winning side in a battle would destroy and throw all 
weapons and artifacts belonging to the defeated enemy into a lake, despite 
the obviously high (use)-value that the items must have had.



The political events behind this period of tumult is not clear, but the bulk of 
the weapon offer finds are contemporary with the early part of the 
migration period.

Biggest finds are concentrated in Funen and eastern Jutland 

Artifacts from Ejsboell, Jutland



Trade and economic resource warfare?

The only access to iron in Denmark is bog iron ore, which for 
geological reasons mainly is found in the southwestern part of the 
country. Some Iron Age settlements in this area specialized in bog 
iron extraction and production.

Centres for iron production in Late Roman Europe



Warfare was increasingly seaborne

The Nydam boat, from a weapon offer find in south-east Jutland, was 
dedrocronologically dated to have been built c.320AD.  Its style pointed 
forward to the boats of the viking period, except that it had no sail,

Boat contemporary with Lundeborg from a weapon votive offering in the Nydam bog in Jutland



During the late Iron Age (c.500-750AD), Germanic kingdoms had 
replaced Roman power in Western Europe. At first, trade to 
Scandinavia were disrupted, and when it resumed, the trade routes 
moved to the North Sea, with their centre on the Frisian area.

Trade routes moves west



Ribe, Scandinavia’ oldest continuing town

After trade routes moved west, Dankirke, a late Iron Age trading site 
contemporary with the late phase at Lundeborg emerged on the west side 
of the Jutland istmus at a place where passage to the east side was short. 
Around 700AD, it was abandoned, probably caused by silting of its sea 
access, and moved to site of the present town of Ribe. 

Ribe, earliest phase had a planned layout, indicating the move was organised by a political power.



Reconstruction of an early Viking Age town

Outside of Ribe, a partial reconstruction of the Viking Age town is 
today a museum where various aspects of the trading towns activities 
are recreated by enactors.



Conclusion, the Unseen Economy - 1

With Ribe, economic evolution in Southern Scandinavia reached a stage 
where tribal societies with constantly shifting economic and political 
centres evolved into medieval society where cities were permanent and 
political centres stable. This pattern, shown by the archeologically well 
documented South Scandinavian complex is common to many cultures,. 
It should be keept in mind that archeological records only allow us to see 
a periods objectified economy; whether objects were acquired through 
barter, predation, or gift exchanges is mostly impossible to determine.

Model of Viking age Aarhus. Denmarks second largest city also has prehistoric roots.



Conclusion, the Unseen Economy - 2

We can surmise that some of the elements of the gift exchange economy 
uncovered during studies of still existing tribal economies, also applied to 
prehistoric Southern Sandinavian. That besides the budding commodity 
exchange economy uncovered by archeologists, a gift exchange economy 
also existed and was significant for maintaining social relations. 
Moreover, perhaps grave goods and weapon offerings were placed there 
precisely because they contained spirit, or ‘hau’, (see the class of Jan 
29th), and the living therefore could not posses them.

Drawing of reconstructed rich grave at Valloeby, near the Himlingoeje cluster



See you next time 
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